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1. Introduction  
 
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) for the past decade has been playing an 
important role in various kinds of supply chain based industrial applications such as 
warehousing, pharmaceutical tracking, retailing etc. its products have been widely 
used in the fields of social, economic, national defense etc. Based on the RFID to the 
electronic label is applied to goods management and information collection, 
information using radio frequency identification of the real-time data acquisition, 
exchange, processing, A web service is any service that is available over the internet, is 
not tied to any programming language or operating system and uses a standardized 
XML. Messaging system. A web service based solution provides a standard means of 
inter operation between different software applications, running on a variety of 
platforms and/or frameworks information sharing platform will be different links as a 
unified and efficient network through a Web Service on the basis of this, to achieve a 
high degree of information sharing, so as to improve the efficiency of transportation, 
warehousing, material handling and production scheduling and greatly reduces the 
cost, solve the information interaction between enterprises, different enterprises, make 
more efficient operation of RFID application system [1]. 

 
2. RFID Overview of information network  

 
The central idea of RFID development of information network technology is the process 
flow of goods and information through the effective combination of RFID and 
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information system. It will carry the RFID tagged items can be used not only in the 
internal information system, and other aspects of social life and the combined effective 
extensive exchanges, so as to further control, deeper sharing of global goods and 
information tracking. 

 
3. Web Service Technology  

 
3.1 Web Service the basic concept 

 
Web Service is distributed in the development based on the open Internet computing 
model, is a kind of in the network according to user permissions and standard protocol 
to the client to provide special services and services based on the interface. The user 
terminal from the point of view, Web Service is deployed in the network components or 
objects that are in accordance with the Web standard, Service released to the network, 
the network host or other applications can provide according to the service provider 
interface to use them, and then finish the business logic. 

 
3.2 Web Service Reliable and reliable information 

 
In 2005 March, OASIS (OASIS) approved Web services distributed management (Web 
Services Distributed Management, WSDM) as the OASIS standard. The first important 
problem faced by WSDM, using the Web service management (MUWS) and Web 
services distributed management, WSDM MUWS specification provides interoperable, 
basic management functions, management for monitoring and controlling the use of 
Web services. 

 
3.3 SOAP 

 
SOA is a kind of loose architecture. Compared with the hierarchical blackboard 
architecture, pipeline, SOA, more loosely, it's just some service module (module), 
mosaic can then be arbitrary to obtain new functions to meet the new demand, as long 
as the line interface, components can be arbitrary; because this is SOA reusability and 
scalability very flexible. SOA is more suitable than other architectures: because the 
service is based on XML, which solves the problem of not compatible. The SOAP 
message is an ordinary XML document, the document contains the following elements: 
SOAP envelope defines the content of the message, SOAP header (optional), contains 
header information, SOAP body, contains all of the call and will be information. 
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4. Web Service support RFID Information network  
 
RFID information network and Web Service has good compatibility with RFID, Web tags, 
Service had plenty of data sources, to further the real object and combine information. 

Numerous studies have been done in analyzing and defining architectures for RFID 
based systems for various industries. These have covered various aspects of an RFID 
architecture such as data filtering, database design, RFID event processing etc. Here, 
we look at some works which were relevant or inspired our research. Wang et al. 
proposed the algorithm for complex event processing from primitive RFID 
events .Primitive events are typically detection of tags, whilst complex events are the 
various logical and temporal combinations of primitive events to give achieve more 
meaningful activity notifications. However, non-causal events such as notification 
based on non-activity of certain prescribed events are more complicated and difficult 
and call for creation of pseudoeventsetc. The web service communicates individually 
with RFID tags that pass through the coupling field of readers which are controlled by 
the web service and the latter shares this data with other systems that require the data. 
Their framework addresses the problem of integrating heterogeneous and loosely 
coupled components to form a service chain. The unique aspect of their approach is the 
ability to integrate heterogeneous and loosely coupled components to form a 
meaningful value chain. In their conceptual approach, they have modelled the RFID 
data stream as an object which can be further linked up and joined with a choice of 
services like joining blocks. Our web based event creation interface also allows a user 
to type the URL of a service and set its subscription to receive messages on successful 
completion of an event. The messages could be either the tag data stream or a user 
pre-defined message. The choice to send tag data or message is important as in an 
inter-organisational setup, organisations might prefer to not send raw data streams to 
other organisations. 
    Web Service can support the RFID from the following aspects: 

(1) The RFID middleware plays an intermediary role between the tag data and the 
application in the RFID system, a set of general application interface from the 
application side using middleware (API), connected to the RFID reader, read tag data. 

(2) Data transmission: the data transmission paper documents seriously reduced the 
modern mass logistics information transmission timely, undermine the business 
continuity and smoothness. The function of data processing are provided in the form of 
services, the system will function to the Web service, will greatly reduce the 
management and transmission of RFID application system to the data burden, reduce 
the complexity of the system itself, so that the system only need to handle part of the 
function, and the other can be given the strength and technology the Web service 
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provider. 
(3) Fine management: the traditional management methods lack of effective 

technical means, the mass, and the extensive management mode can not achieve 
precise management of goods. Using Web Service can improve the fine management 
needs. 

 
5. Commodity distribution system analysis and design model  

 
The distribution of information integration system is divided into three steps. First of all, 
the establishment of a business strategy or model according to the needs of the 
enterprise, in this step, the introduction of RFID technology to assist sales logistics 
base, warehouse management, to make the distribution of goods by RFID, product 
type, quantity, batch verification is one of the important contents of the distribution 
center to customer delivery of products, then the business strategy and the 
corresponding model is different with the previous methods, we also should be 
changed from the management; general flow chart combined with RFID and business 
process of the second step of drawing, such as a decision operation flow, how to use 
the RFID tag, tag data including what field, read and write and so on issues related to 
tag data. A RFID environment and finally construct information platform support 
management and information sharing. For data exchange, we adopt Web Service to 
travel. 

 
5.1 The analysis model of commodity distribution system 

 
The distribution of information integration system is divided into three steps. First of all, 
the establishment of a business strategy or model according to the needs of the 
enterprise, in this step, the introduction of RFID technology to assist sales logistics 
base, warehouse management, to make the distribution of goods by RFID, product 
type, quantity, batch verification is one of the important contents of the distribution 
center to customer delivery of products, then the business strategy and the 
corresponding model is different with the previous methods, we also should be 
changed from the management; general flow chart combined with RFID and business 
process of the second step of drawing, such as a decision operation flow, how to use 
the RFID tag, tag data including what field, read and write and so on issues related to 
tag data. A RFID environment and finally construct information platform support 
management and information sharing. For data exchange, we adopt Web Service to 
travel. 

In the commodity distribution model, to build based on a development of the 
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supermarket model. At present, the supermarket has its own purchasing department, 
were different in different locations buy all kinds of goods, and contact the 
manufacturer, by the manufacturer through the logistics delivery to the supermarket 
procurement department. Then according to the company headquarters around the 
supermarket goods demand, by purchasing goods to send around the point of sale. 
Around the point of sale to receive the goods, marked with a bar code for sale, each 
working day will be sales, sales records, the quantity of goods to be sold to the 
company headquarters arrangement. 

 
 

Fig. 1 Public information system of business strategy 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 business process chart 
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In business analysis based and may be used in the work of sales and management of 
RFID technology ideas and thoughts were discussed and summarized in this paper, 
seek and formulation and application of RFID technology after sales and management 
process reengineering scheme. 

RFID is from the application of local, small-scale industries, and gradually to the 
region. PSI have three main applications: enterprise application, regional or industry 
applications, social applications RFID. Which region or industry application has the 
following characteristics: the designated goods uniform coding format, establish RFID 
code analysis server, the realization of RFID service architecture of the public, to 
provide relevant business registration, retrieval and location services. This paper 
intends to build the RFID information network based on Web Service in PSI under the 
framework of enterprise application level of commodity distribution system. 

In the model of this paper, we use Web Service based SOA architecture for 
information integration, we first consider how we do RFID information with other 
sensor data management. 

In Figure 1, the Web Service as an application integration platform based on 
standards, through the wide area network to provide real-time service interface. 
Through Web Service "exposed" interface which can be shared product information 
and services, distribution of other enterprises on the chain through the interface, the 
partner information and services into their own applications, each enterprise through 
the Web Service interface is integrated into the RFID application framework based on 
SOA.  
 

6. System design  
 
The UML use case diagram dividing the system function of participants useful demand, 
as shown in Figure 2, can be seen through the analysis of distribution system 
participants include: commodity, commodity procurement, user and system operators. 
The case is an external system function unit visible, different function module is the 
system. Each participant can participate in one or more cases, it is through the 
exchange of information and the interaction between the cases. 
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Fig. 3 system use case diagram 
 

The RFID architecture to the business process as the foundation, according to the 
business process to control the management application system data from the reader, 
Because the RFID data is just on the label on the label data, so we must obtain the 
corresponding information from the data warehouse system by process. So the data 
design is an important link in the system development. We want to create a RFID 
framework of what kind of system depends on the business process. 
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